
2022 by the Numbers

TBD Angels was born in 2020 and as a brand new investment group, we incidentally benefitted from some of
the COVID-imposed ways of operations (ex: virtual meetings collaboration, digitally-driven collaboration);
these were not challenges for us as they aligned with some of our original visions for improving the way that
angel investing should operate.

As we move into our 3rd year, we are stronger than ever, as a community of nearly 300 members, from 22 US
States and 7 countries. Diversity remains a key focus of TBD Angels, both for our membership and in the
brilliant founders of our more than 60 portfolio companies.

We are excited about what 2023 will bring , but it’s important to celebrate what we accomplished in 2022. The
year brought us our first exits.  We welcomed more great members to our community and reviewed deals
from nearly 100 exciting companies. We also started to have in-person fun, with opportunities for our
members and portfolio companies to network with each other in the real world in addition to the computer
screen. n.

We continue to be a data-driven community, and hope that the data surfaced in this document will be
insightful to everyone who is passionate about the early-stage startup ecosystem.

2022 data sampling

2
positive portco exits

55
investors on one of our deals

8
days to close quickest deal

3542
deal votes

33
Invited investors

20
new investments

5
portcos received a follow-on TBD investment

76
industries associated with our dealflow

70
new members

Data and statistics from All Stage

https://tbdangels.medium.com/tbd-angels-launches-today-to-deliver-value-to-the-innovators-of-tomorrow-57e4a3c3aae8
http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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The People

New TBD Members
In 2022, we welcomed over 70 new members to TBD Angels, bringing the group to almost 300
individuals across the country and the world.

Takeaways
● Our growth slowed in the second half of the year
● The home state of our new members weighed heavily towards MA, but broadened the

group with additions from 11 other states and 2 international members.

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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The Deals
The macro-economic, political and business events of 2022 had a direct impact on angel investing
area, both for startups growing their businesses and raising funds, and for many investors who
adjusted their approach to investing in early-stage companies.

At TBD Angels, we witnessed the impact of this as startup valuations were tightened, investors
were applying stricter diligence processes, various platform businesses made headcount
reductions and adjusted their strategies.

More investors, more funding = More speed
TBD invested in 18 deals in 2022, with widely ranging funding amounts and the number of
investors. Unexpectedly, we saw an inversely proportional relationship between the number of days
that it took to close a deal (from deal submission through wired-funds) and the number of
investors. This relationship also applies to the size of the deal as our smaller deals tended to take
longer to close than the larger investments

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Deal lifecycles
As a deal moves through TBD Angel, it passes through numerous stages in which our members are
evaluating the opportunity, sharing their sentiment about the opportunity through voting,
feedback and commitments in All Stage, and ultimately making decisions on moving forward for
an investment, or determining that the deal isn’t perfect for TBD Angels.

The chart below provides a view into a subset of the stages and the ways in which the 2022
dealflow played out at TBD Angels.

Dealflow
Despite nearly 33% growth in our membership, we saw far fewer deals this year than in 2021. The
inbound dealflow, sourced by our members reached its highpoint in late spring, just before the
industry-spanning impacts occurred and lessened the deal flow in the 2nd half of the year.

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Deals by Industry
The diversity, background, expertise and networks of our membership has been the driving factor
in allowing what makes our group such a valuable player in angel investing. TBD Angels is a
member-driven organization where our operations, strategy, membership referral and dealflow
comes from our great members; our members leverage their networks and relationships with
founders to contribute to filling the TBD Angels deal funnel with opportunities from a wide range of
sectors.

Takeaways
● Companies applying AI/ML made up 16% of TBD Angels dealflow and their investments

were nearly 60% higher than the average TBD deal. However, their funding rate
underperformed where TBD invested in only 13% of AI/ML deals

● Despite having seen a lower number of Food & Beverage deals, TBD was bullish on those
deals, investing in nearly 60%

● Health Tech Medical Tech deals secured a larger amount capital per deal, 1.75 and 2x the
average investment size respectively

Industry % of Deals Funding Rate % of Funding Funding Index

B2B 23.40% 36.40% 41.20% 1.11

Tech 20.20% 21.10% 26.00% 1.39

B2C 17.00% 37.50% 34.50% 1.24

AI/ML 16.00% 13.30% 14.60% 1.57

SaaS 13.80% 23.10% 13.20% 0.95

Data Analytics 12.80% 16.70% 14.60% 1.57

Health Tech 11.70% 18.20% 16.10% 1.73

Marketplaces 9.60% 22.20% 14.60% 1.57

Health & Wellness 9.60% 22.20% 9.70% 1.04

FinTech 9.60% 22.20% 7.10% 0.77

Consumer Internet 9.60% 22.20% 12.00% 1.29

Sports 8.50% 25.00% 11.20% 1.21

Digital Media 8.50% 0.00% 0.00% -

Consumer 8.50% 25.00% 11.20% 1.21

Medical Tech 7.40% 42.90% 27.80% 1.99

Food & Beverages 7.40% 57.10% 18.90% 1.02

EdTech 7.40% 0.00% 0.00% -

Healthcare 6.40% 33.30% 16.10% 1.73

Future of Work 6.40% 0.00% 0.00% -

Digital Health 6.40% 33.30% 16.10% 1.73

Blockchain & Crypto 6.40% 16.70% 10.30% 2.21

Top 20 industries by 2022 deal count

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Instrument
Peter Walker at Carta recently published an analysis on the use of SAFEs outlining their growing
prominence over convertible notes on non-priced investment rounds.  At TBD Angels, we’ve
consistently seen SAFEs being the more common instrument for non-priced rounds by a factor of 4
in 2022. When reviewing the distribution of instrument type on investments, we see that heavy use
of SAFE is not biased towards total deals which don’t receive an investment.

Investor Engagement throughout the year
Perhaps aligning with the various world events, deal engagement via voting and registering
commitments was stronger at the start of the year and lessened as the year wore on. There were
some interesting spikes in the no votes in June, August and November.

The trends on deal commitments are a bit more challenging to interpret. February was an outlier
due to the activity surrounding a deal that eventually secured the largest number of TBD investors.
Average commitment amounts slowly climbed throughout the year before a dip in the final months.

Data and statistics from All Stage

https://www.linkedin.com/in/peterjameswalker/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/peterjameswalker_cartadata-venturecapital-startups-activity-7013564172986707968-3eIB?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Metrics and Founding team attributes
Diversity amongst our members and the teams of our portfolio companies are important to how
we think about membership construction and dealflow. The TBD Angels portal allows for
configuring the founding team attributes on deals, and for members to set up their own
preferences to monitor deals which match those criteria.

The charts below highlight some key investment metrics against some of the founder attributes.

Takeaways:
● Multi-founder teams secure larger funds from TBD
● There were more investments in companies with a male founder, but teams with female

founders attracted a larger number of investors
● Teams with a first-time founder raised an amount equal to the average deal size at TBD,

but generally had more investors participate than most TBD deals

Data and statistics from All Stage

https://twitter.com/AllstageInvest/status/1526783985053052929
http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Member Activity
When is best for investors?
Voting and making commitments are a key parts of the TBD Angels deal flow process. Members
and invited investors use All Stage to declare their sentiment for deals by voting and registering
soft commitments to invest in deals in the product.

While both voting and commitments are most often done outside of the weekend, Voting sees a
di�erent pattern, with that activity peaking mid-week, while commitment activity tends to climb
towards the back half of the work week. Deal leads may be able to use the knowledge of this trend
as they aim to drum up interest in their deals

Members show similar patterns with respect to the time of day when they perform these actions
where this activity peaks late morning, with some spikes in voting & commitments during the
evening.

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com
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Conclusion
As we move into another new year, we will focus on delivering against our long-standing mission:
Cultivate a diverse, collaborative and engaged set of operators and experts striving to generate
positive founder impact and strong investment performance.

We look forward to welcoming new members to our group, meeting entrepreneurs and
collaborating within TBD Angels and with the rest of the ecosystem. See you in 2023!

About All Stage
Since its inception, TBD Angels has relied on All Stage as its platform for deal flow management,
investor collaboration and portfolio analytics across nearly 400 deals. All Stage’s products have
allowed our 300 members to e�ciently invest in 75 deals and enable collaboration amongst our
members, outside invitees and founders.

● All Stage is a Boston-based software platform business, bringing a central hub for investors
and founders to communicate and collaborate during the investment and fundraising
processes.

● Community is a product for investment groups to manage the deal flow process from deal
submission, screening, diligence and post-investment portfolio analytics. Community
enables angel groups, funds, syndicates to leverage the collective knowledge of their
investors to drive an optimized investment process.

● Showcase is a founder-centric product optimizing the fundraising experience for founders
and investors. Showcase provides founders with a hub to manage their fundraising process:
deal setup, sharing, and soliciting feedback and commitments from their chosen investors,
improving the experience for both sides of the process.

● Follow the company’s activity on Twitter and LinkedIn

Data and statistics from All Stage

http://allstageinvest.com
http://www.twitter.com/allstageinvest
https://www.linkedin.com/company/all-stage-invest
http://allstageinvest.com
http://allstageinvest.com

